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This paper is the result of an interest in the process
of evaluation and selection of executives. Current business
practices concerning appraisal of executives as the3>- may be
derived from or \ e transferable to the armed fcrces are of
particular interest. An organization is as good as the men who
direct it. In some or gani nations the whcle may be much greater
than the sum of its parts when gr up morale and esprit inspire
members of the organization to perform beyond their capabilities.
An effective organization is created by competent men who in
turn select other capa- : 8 en tc succeed them and thus perpetuate
the quality of the organization.
Banded together for a worthwhile common purpose,
Ml realize potentialities within themselves i tpossi-
ble of development by individual effort alone. A
cooperative spirit, a sense of association with one T s
fellow men f r B valid mutual purpose, has inspired
ever^ business organization that has ever made a
lasting impression upon the economic scene.
As youne mien are brought in at the bottom of the leader-
ship hierarchy they are given various assignments, perform
various tasks and gain differing experience. Some are marked
fr m an early age for high responsibility. Some develop slom
Jackson lartindell, The Appraisal of Management (Mew
York: Harper.. 1950), p. 122.
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and nature late In life. Ct) ers suffer from arrested development
at some stage of their careers.
There are several therr.es in paper. It is assumed
that the single moat important function of appraisal and
evaluation systems is to nrovide a basis of information for
insuring that the most canal le and qualified, men in the organiza-
tion reach top levels on a continuing basis. Cther uses of
appraisal reports and systems are of secondary importance and
uld, when necessary, be subordinated to the primary goal
—
promoting the most capalle men to the top positions.
If 90 per cent of the executive personnel inducted at
t bottom of the hierarchy are 'Grade P" instead of "Grade A,"
the quality of senior management is probably going to I e largel
rade F. The quality of the selection Irase at each level of
the hierarchy is an important consideration.
Starting from the assumption that the primary purpose
of appraisal systems is to get the most oualified men to top
responsibility, this paner will e a some of the criteria
by which men with high executive potential may be distinguished,
and discuss methods of evaluation. Assignment of personnel is
a vital element in the process. Assignments determine the range
and depth of experience that the potential high, e ecutive will
be exposed to. It is important to obtain and use the aopraisal
results early and throughout the career pattern in the selection
that tales place in the process of transfer and assignment.
Later chapters of this paper discuss the administration
of evaluation systems and the use of evaluation information in
iii

career management plans. It was necessar^' to examine in some
depth the areas of psychological testinr and computer prograi -
ming of evaluation data. These sul ,-'ects were examined because
their application to personnel management has been sc widely
discussed in recent years that the subject would be incomplete
without their inclusion. The nurpose of the paper is to examine
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The evaluation and assignment of executives is a manage-
ment responsibility. Performance of this evaluation has always
been necessary in making decisions r 35*01 otion, assign-
ment and salary determination. It has not, however, always been
ied on Accurate or reliable information, the for ?tion
that thi -cess has undergone in recent years is designed to
i prove the reliability of these personnel actions. Appraisal
implies a systematic procedure rather than reliance on general
ressions. It should >e free of personal Mas. Appr imal
y vary fror simple notes fc© a formal program. The fre^uencv
of rerortir. f likewise vary. But within a large organisation
it la enerallv reco t there shou] ~! e a periodic,
planned system of some kind for recording the results of
performance.
'praisal normally covers three general areas. Fir
is an ©valuation of performance measured a^ain sals and
standards. Second are Qualifications such as ed ion and
Thomas A. Mahoney, Puildinr the Executive Team (Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 39517, p. T5.
Carl Heyel, Appraising Executive Performance (New York




experience and nersonal characteristics of the individual in
terms of his present and possible future jo"; s. Areas of weakness
which require strengthening to meet the retirements of the
nresent jot or future jobs are also covered. The term appraisal
normally applies to executives i Merit rating is a terrr: for
regular salary determination of personnel. It is designed for
rapid, standardized procedures rather than the detailed
individual evaluation which the term appraisal embraces.-^
The appraisal system is an important itera of evidence in
any examination of the operating efficiency and overall worth
of a company. The examiner may initially/ seek evidence that the
company has a capable executive staff at the first, second and
third levels. He will then see' evidence that the company
locates men of integrity, ability and industry, and then
utilizes ever}7 sound means of hiring, training", developing and
4
advancing them. ,r The appraisal systerr is the primary determi-
nant of the degree to which the company has built a unity of
command that can continue beyond the tenure of the incumbent
president.
Many authorities and senior managers believe that the
selection and assignment of personnel is a critical aspect of a
business operation. These decisions largely determine both the
immediate and the long-run performance of the ement team
3 Ibid ., p.
Jackson Marti
York: Harper, 1950), p. 1?2.
ndell, The Appraisal of Management (New

5
and thus determine the performance of the entire organisation.
/jf\ e_7 major problem of t e chief executive officer
... is that of personnel selection and corpora e
ormani -.ion. These have alvays been matter* of top
priority for a chi«f executive, for succession and
success are based aa uc upon his effectiveness in
these areas as in any others. . . . Nevertheless,
when the panelists -ire asked to define their most
important .activity, they keep returning to one
roint- personnel. Py a vast they feel that
ost vital effort . . . regains the classic
problem of finding and developing a management ^rroup
from which their successors can be chosen.
e armed forces provide an important corollary example,
here, the selection and ^ssimn.ment of middle and senior
3rs influences the character of the entire organization.
When a lieutenant colonel is placed in command of an infantry
; talion t e careers of ;;ore than forty other officers are
placed i-; I is ands. ; e assigns them and makes fitness repo.- ; s
on them. Whether the yovwrer officers remain in e service
will depend on their opinion of him. Future assi mta and
promotions of the officers 'ill be based ly on the evalua-
tions made by the battalion commander. The training that he
;ivea id the example he sets will influence their future
development and capability. On the other hand, the assi nment
itself Tr be an important qualification for future promotion
of tie co Eider* Obviously, such an assignment is one that
merits the careful examination of fitness records in order to
select the ^ost qualified officers.
honey, op. cit .
, p. 180*
e Job of Being President, rn's Review, Vol. LXXXX,




4There 1 as teen a tendency to searc for a formula or
machine whl -^uld ease the strain of this kind of decision.
The computer a assist in the screening, filing and sorting
of appraisal data. "No matter the number or kind of selective
devices relied upon, involved in every promotion somewhere and
7
at some point is a ^udnxiental decision. ..." Machinery can
assist lut never replace the human judgment required to
appraise Intangible and subjective human qualities and to make
value ud, -ents comparing many individuals.
An appraisal system is necessar- to insure that
reliable data exists upon which to base promotions and assign-
ments. In the at sence of a system of evaluation the dangers
of nepotisr in ever-' form from actual relationship tc 'old
sc cc" c to the "inner clique" appear. This hampers an
existing executive development pre because advancement to
the best positions is denied to those who are no ers of
the clique. It subverts the rights of the actual owners of an
incorporated business. The public character of the business is
denied for the persona: advantage of a family or club* This
danger is not limited to business organisations, but ssay exist
in varying forms and decrees in government and military insti-
tutions.
7 illard E. Bennett, Manarer Selection, Education and
r
rainin: (New Tor1 ! ! cGr "ok Companv, IncI » 1959)
,
p. 86.
%artindell , op. cit . , p. 130.

5Appraisal la conducted for certain benefits in addition
to the principal objective of obtaining information upon which
to base promotions and assignments. It is a method of training
subordinates and instills a sense of responsibility in them.
It stimulates interest in management development by both
appraiser onu appraised. The appraiser will find that it
sharpens hi^ control ever hio own activities. The system
clearly delineates responsibility for results. The appraiser
gains perspective in sizing up and comparing hio subordinates
ond is given an opportunity to demonstr te, via the review
process, hio own executive ability. It is a time-consuming but
necessary and worthwhile task. The organization as a whole
benefits from the identification of the beet qualified leaders.





The problem, of decidir it to loo 1 fo in potential
jure executives is exceed! c< ; Lex and difficult. No one
agrees on what makes a top executive or ir: respects he
differed in ear.ier years fr say of his former conte ries.
Even after certain qualities are selected as 1 eiri£ particula:
applicable to high, executive ability, the problem of how to
measure and reco d the decree of such qualities in a given
individual is perplexin , The definition of terms so that-
different appraisers will derive roi Ly the same
them is difficult. In a rough, way, post appraisal systems
attempt to measure present performance, identify the degree of
present skills and abilities, and determine the capacity for
further development.
The danger of all systems is their tendency to uncon-
sciously produce a stereotyped pattern. The sameness or
similarity cf the men who rear i top in a rigid evaluation
may provide limits to the diversity and flexibility of
the management tea . Different kinds of people in outward
appearance and in important personality attributes may have
ahoney, op. cit . , p.

the qualities which make then1 successful leaders under certain
circumstances. General Ulysses S. Grant is a rood example of
a man hose personality and appearance masked £reat qualities
of combat generalship. No two executives "will approach a
particular problem in ouite the sai e ,;ay, and no one of them
could do his ;r ol as well if he were required to do it acco:ding
2
to some preconceived, generalized executive pattern."
A bureaucracy has a tendency to generate and perpetuate
an homogenous group of individuals. To a certain extent the
smooth functioning of a large organization depends upon the
kind of well-oiled teamwork which is encouraged 1 y like-"inded
people working in harmony. Put C. Northcote Parkinson and
other students of bureaucracy have noted that the No. 1 nan
will not normally tend to promote to Ho. ? spot someone who
dramatically manifests greater ability than hi-nself.' It is a
natural human tendency for No. 1 to select and promote someone
essentiall like himself. This tendenr create a descendi
spiral of ability down the ladder of the organizational
hierarch .
Change is the great danger for an organization that
stereotypes its management Levels to gear itself for an existing
set of circumstances. Nothing in life is static, much less
the particular set of operational circumstances which daiJ
confront a large organization. Changes are constantly taking
2
Heyel, op. cit . , p. 7&.
J C. Northcote Parkinson, -'The Art of Being No. 2,"
Fortune , Vol. LXIV (Sept. 1961), p. 123.

6place, but usually in small increments so that they are not
readily perceived by the mass of men.
Put the pitfalls are many, for while a aelf-conflraing
profile makes for a comfortable organization, it
eventually can make for a static one. Even the
largest corporations must respond to changes in the
environment; a settled company ra • have its very
existence threatened by technological advances unless
it makes a bold s v ift to a new type of market, -hat,
then, of the pruning and molding that adapted it so
beautifully to its original environment? The dino-
saur was a formidable animal.
In devising a s of appraisal, career mane ai ant and executive
selection, controls must i t into the s- Stan to insure a
certain diversity of character and personality in the management
levels of the hierarchy.
The pendulum of hat to appraise has been swinging back
and forth for so ears. An excessive into personalis
and temperament invaded the realm of psychiatry. Judgment on
the basis of performance alone is not the answer either, mainly
because it does not accurately predict long-range performance.
Consideration of the potential for a linger > has to include
consideration of traits, habits and the ability to get along
with people. is a truism that rood short-term results can
5
be attained by methods that "ill produce long-tern, failure."
Some generalizations about leadership qualities must
be made in order to form, a judgment of what to appraise. A
illiaa : '. hyte, Jr., "The Fallacies of 'Personality'
Testing, Fortune, Sept. 195-
, pp. 117-120, 20 -"' S, reprinted
in Tax D. Richards, Readings in Management (Cincinnattir South-
vrestern Publishing Co.
, 19 5£) , p. SI
5Heyel, op. cit . , p.

9survey of the greatest strengths of executives in one hundred
organizations shoved that sound decision making (judgment),
effectiveness in dealing with people, dependability, willing-
ness to assume responsibility for one T s ovm actions, honesty
and integrity were foremost qualities. The weaknesses of the
same group of men were failure to delegate, inflexibility,
ineffectiveness in judging people and inability to win others'
cooperation. Another study of fourteen hundred managers at
different levels and kinds of wor? singled out drive, intellec-
tual ability, leadership, organizing ability and initiative as
significant characteristics.
^'he qualities needed at high executive levels may differ
in kind and degree from those required at lower levels. One
writer singles out five areas of high-level appraisal. These
are the degree to which the executive is grounded in the
principles of scientific management and has arrived at a
philosophy of management, the quality of his personal motiva-
tion, the extent of his vision, and his interest and participa-
7tion in community affairs.' Another general attribute
be added—the ability to see the forest through the trees, to
grasp the essential and the significant.









Personal traits and behaviour characteristics
k. Health and starr:ina
5. Attitudes, motivation and understands
The last items mentioned are prorally the most important
considerations of long-range th potential. These character-
istics that tend to separate the fe1 qualified for high promotion
from the many that are performing well in their present, duties
have leer, the sul ,1ect of much study and discussion.
The president of the Minute Kaid Corporation finds a
9
characteristics which are fundamental qualities of managers.
The first of these is creative thinking power, ability j vision
and resourcefulness. A potential manager should he curious and
willing to really listen to other pe^ole and absorb details
about what is really going on around him. • knows the value
of the subconscious mind and the ability to sleep on a problem
after wrestling with it consciously. He has a knack for bringing
recommended solutions to the attention of his superior rather
than simply the lems.
Daniel Starch has queried numerous executives in three
levels of management and found that the higher in the scale of
responsibility an executive is the more strongly he feels that
Ibid
. , pp. g- .
9
John V: . Fo^
,
'T:a
J It Takes to Pe a Manager," Advanced
sent, Vol. XXII, No. 6 (June 1957), p. 16.

11
the ability to think is the prime requisite of the \ i^siness
manager. Ability to think means:
1. Sizing up a situation correctl .
Creating solutions and plans of action;
3. 'eighing these solutions and plans;
4- Deciding on one of them.
The rind supple enough to embrace the executive vie-
cannot be satisfied with a set schedule of duties,
of working nours, of cut-and-drie d responsibilities.
The man with executive corpuscles in his Mood looks
for more to do—not less* His nose is constantly to
indward to learn vhat's up, what's doin -- hat's
cooking." . . , He doesn't sit back and ait to he
told. 11
Starch found that 7 r per cent of senior executives queried
considered the ability to think the prime requisite of a manager.
''The capacity to thinU situations through clearly fr iginnir
to end and decide hat to do— that is the first towering moun-
tain peak that sets off the executive from the nass of or) ers
This T ould seem to he the essential characteristic of leadership
any field.
Judgment is another fundamental attribute of a success-
ful manager. He must be able to make sound and vise decision
A as e, fault-finding approach is not a substitute or not
the same thing as good judgment. Administrative skills are
U
10
Daniel Starch, How to Develop Your Executive m ility
(Hew York: Harper, 1 " p. I
Tbid




another fundamental attribute. "Hie good manager has to have
planning ability and orderliness, both in his public and his
nersonal life. Stated another ay, the good nan if to
know how to manage himself first. Hie effectiveness on the jot
will depend to a great decree upon his allocation of tire I Oth
on and off the jot
The good manager has a positive attitude. He inspires
confidence and enthusiasm in the people around him. ' ous
good health derived from proper food
,
play and rest contribute
to bis over-all impression of leadership. Courage and character
are the last of the six essential attributes. The leader must
!e willing to take a calculated risk; to make a decision when
he does not have all the facts. must have the courage
delegate and still take full responsibility for decisions made
even when they are wrong. Stated another way, he must have
the courage to rive his subordinate* the freedom to fail. With-
out this part:; portion of the element of courage he will
find himself in the typical ' one-man show," never a substitute
for a good team pulling together. 'The manager must have the
courage to sav "no" when the situation calls for it. And he
ave the courage to disagree with his loss when the boss
is wrong. This basic attribute is part and parcel of the
manager's character. His character must be such that he can be
depended upon to do the right thing whether observed or not. He






must have integrity. Humility must also be part of his character
as arrogance is deadly to good wo U relationships. -
The si managerial characteristics descrii ed ai.ove are
intangible in character and do not lend themselves to quantita-
tive rreasurement or comparison. Evaluation of such attributes
is necessaril Tr surjective. If these qualities are essential
attributes of a manager, then so< e way must be found to reflect
then in appraisal reports. It is a rec nition of this require-
ment for an indication of the attributes which mark a man's
capability of performing in posts of greater responsibility
than the one being ich has caused a rejection of the
Straight performance evaluation. Sutvective evaluation of
subjective characteristics is important.
Evaluation of tangible performance may e sifflply 'udged
on the basis of three questions. "What should he have done?
Did he do it*? If not, wlr- not? Performance evaluation
should bit ; he main criteria of effectiveness, particularly in
middle and lower echelon executives . If are getting
results, to a degree it may be assumed that they are employing
some combination of leadership characteristics, effort, dili-
gence, energy and other traits that is desirable and effective.
Performance evaluation requires that the job be carefully
described with a clear delineation of responsibilities. In
lower echelons it may be possible to ke^r the evaluation of
15IUd.
~\6
•^Hevel, op. cit . , p. 1+1,
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performance to quantitative yardsticks, but this 1 ecomes mo e
difficult the higher and broader the responsibilities. Pesults
and -; oTr performance should be the main criteria, Tut traits
17
must also ;e considered.
Traits or characteristics may le at the root of a
sulordinates poor performance, or they nay le significant factors
in judging his qualifications for a proposed Jot or a future
promotion. In terms of assignment, it will be easier to ret
a "square peg'' in a re hole"' if a file of many reports
descril ing his characteristics is available. He may be getting
results on his
. y a combination of drive, force and.
authority, but may be lacking in the qualities desired for an
assignment requiring tact and diplomacy. Necessary as this
rating on t aits is, it should always be ' ept subordinate to
19
tangitle considerations of performance.
The entire area of trait evaluation is frough t with
dangers and pitfalls. There are some 16,000 different terms
in the Engligh language that can be used to describe an indivi-
dual.*" The judgment of the appraiser may be distorted by the
coloring of a recent incident. A favorable recent impression











The personal likes and dislikes of the appraiser is an
area of subjectivity which cannot be entirely elirinated.
Sectional, religious, racial, school-clut and class prejudices
may subconscionslv enter the Barking picture. " Personalities
of superior and subordinate mav antagonize to the disadvantage
of the subordinate. However much a conscientious superior
attempts to recognize and guard against his own liases, he will
to some degree subconsciously be swayed by thern. Weak superiors
may downgrade a particularly capable subordinate for fear that
22he noses a threat to them. Others may mark their subordinates
as a reflection of the wav they are themselves marked. For
this reason reports should start at the lowest echelon and work
up. Differing ideas as to the meaning of descriptive words is
23
a related hazard which increases the subjectivity of reports.
Outward behaviour on the job should be the criteria
rather than deep proving of the psyche to discover the causes.
Characteristics evaluated should be important to the performance
of all positions where the appraisal is applied, easily observ-
ed le and identifiable by the appraiser, and clearly distinguish-
21
able from each other. The sum of all the traits still doesn't
necessarily add up to management ability.
21




HMahonev, op. cit . , p. 94.

16
"'itality, energy, physical endurance and intelligence
are the attributes that often come to the fore in descriptions
of top business leaders. "Like . . . thoroughbreds, the top
men of U.S. industry possess the kind of drive and energy that
25
separate the winners from the also-rans. " Ami it ion and the
desire to advance are other traits of leaders. ome of these
ren do not go out actively (or at least not consciously) to see>
promotion. Nevertheless, to a man, they are always prepared for
the next move, and for the one after that. And when the main
of
chance presents itself, they are quick to spot the opening."
One company president stated that he looks for "unusual drive
plus a certain amount of diplo? ... a good manager carries
an olive 1 ranch in one hand and a baseball bat in the other,
27
and is prepared to use either one at the right time."
Health, stamina, and physical endurance are definitely
requirements of an executive position. Lthout them all other
good cualities may be cancelled. wrt of the appraisal syster
for executives at all levels should include the results of an
annual medical check and an evaluation of this factor by the
29immediate superior.
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The other crucial quality is decisiveness. This is a
difficult quality to assess. Lack of decisiveness is often
30
more apparent to sutordinates than to superiors." The attitude
of the superior tends to make his subordinates BMWre or less
decisive depending upon the leeway he gives ther for initiative,
mistakes, and methods different from his own. Certain criteria
e: ist, however, by which a superior rray judge the decisiveness
of a sul ordinate. Have any bottlenec s been generated due to
the lack of a decision? Does he erpress his own opinion freely
and frequently in staff meetings? Is he willing to have his
decisions go on record? Does he stand by unpopular decisions?
Does he have convictions of his own or does he reflect the
view of the last advocate who got his ear? Is there a pattern
of consistenc- in his actions or are there many sudden changes
of course? Doe3 he seek to dilute responsibility by being
31
committee-prone? ' Indecision is often manifested at lower
levels by postponement of decisions about people such as, for
example, to avoid the unpleasantness attendant upon having to
discharge or discipline someone. A man may have all the other
attributes of leadership but be unfitted for high responsibility
due to lack of decisiveness.
Job performance should be the main criteria of appraisal
reports, accompanied by an evaluation of traits. An effort
«5 -.
Heyel , op. eit
. , p . 77 •
31 Ibid.

should be sad* to make early identification of the attributes
most common to the men at the tor, namely , drive, energy* good
health, intelligence, decisiveness and the ability to le
people*
An important distinction rust be reiterated between the
specifications of the top executive and the pattern of charac-
teristics desirable and widely found in middle manage ent levels,
The Lniatrator of a larre, complex, diversified and dynamic
enterprise ' have abilities which are largely differentiated
by the magnitude of the risks which he is called upon to take. *
From the vice-presidential level on down genuine risk-taki
diminishes very rapidly. Moat executives are called upon to
interpret policy, not to initiate it. eir decision-making or
risk-ta in oonsibilities are limited. Thia is true in a
military uization and is manifested by rel i on detailed
regulations and orders rather than self-ini tic ted decisions.
T -->ny errors in choosing top executives are made precisely
because of a failure to distinguisl between the special quali-
ties of an entrepreneur-manager and the more pedestrian traits
of industry, loyalty, perseverance, ordinary judgment, academic
intelligence and technical knowledge required in the ranks of
middle management. J If only a few positions in intermediate
line management entail any degree of risk-taking ability,
Robert N. McMurry, a-hunt for Top Executives,"
Harvard Business Review, Vol. - II, No. 1, pp. 46-62, reprinted
in Richards , op. ci t




nractic^ ao staff positions d Promotions are frequent
made fror staff to line positions and into top ran tnt
positions solely on the basis of the indiv r * s technical
competence and the customary attributes the faithful yee
The idea that risk-taking ability is a distinguis.
mark of persons fitted for top ent positions poses an
interesting dilemr lar I rgani rations tend to attract and
retain passive, security-oriented individuals and to drive out
or homogenize the self-reliant and aggressive individuals with
the capacity to take calculated risks.
Sociologists tell us that nearly everyone, no matter
M well-adjusted, has sose measure of dependence, 3ubmissive-
ness and tendency to anxiety. Insecuri; is part of the age
in which we live. Memory of the depression of the 19 ;J ! s, the
threat of nuclear warfare, and the fading of traditional
standards of lehaviour are associated with this insecure
Social and geographical m-obilitv have caused l^rge segments of
He population to lose touch with the h once
spelled security—home and family, friends, the communit", the
36
employer, the church."' David Piesraan has called the person
who manifests tfeia insecurity the other-directed character type.
Such a person tends to be shallow, free with his none
friendly, uncertain id his values, and
owy with his tanmille possessions (his car, lis
M Tbid ., p.




house, his wife's fur coat). Socially he belongs to
the "new'" middle class; in business, he is the bureau-
crat and the salaried employee* Passive conf fcy
is his oaode. Approval from others is his I Ig goal.
Nothing in his character, no possession he own3 , no
inheritance of name or talent, no work he has done has
value for itself: its only worth is its effect on
others. He is afraid to he different. " . . . ^ost
significant, persons of this type,. cannot 1 ring them-
selves to take risks of amr sort.-''
Large organizations have an attraction to those with a
need for security and so come to have a saturation of their
executive ranks by the passive, dependent and submissive.
Pressures within an organization tend this kind
of person an ideal employee in middle and lower management
position He is a 'good soldier," loyal, hard-wor 1 ing,
conscientious, a "company man" likelv to he resoected by his
superiors and subordinants. He is likely to be technical!
competent in the performance of prescribed duties. He never
questions the wisdom or competence of orders or policies or
regulations, but rather adopts them as his own. 4 high propor-
tion of such people selected for oromotion to greater responsi-
ve
bility are not qualified for it at all.*' Alexis de Tocqueville
noted this tendency in American militar-- rganization over a
century age .
In democratic armies, in time of peace, promotion
is extremely slow. . . . Those who have the largest
share of ambition and of resources quit the army;
37David Riesman, The Lonely Crowd (Mew Haven: Yale




urry, in Richards, op. cit . , p. 742.
Ibid ., p. 743.

21
others . . . ultimately loo) upon the military pro-
fession in a civil point of view. The quality they
value most in it is the competency and security which
attend it: their whole notion of the futiire rests
upon the certainty of this little provision. . . .
Thus, not only does a long peace fill an army with
old men t it frequently in parts the views of old
n to those who are still in the prime of life.
The point of this observation was that men with conservative,
risk-avoidin g, security-conscious views are net fitted for the
decision- inr responsibilities brought on ly the shocks of
war. The same may often be true of middle and lower managerial
personnel when promoted by seniority and technical competence
to the risk-taking levels of management.
If all that the owners of the business desire is a
solid, steady perpetration of the status quo, many such
individuals will turn in an adequate performance when promoted
to top, policy- for positions. But if positi e, aggressive
leadership is needed to expand or improve the enterprise they
in
are less likely to prove satisfactory. They will not want to
make decisions and take risks. One of the reasons for this is
difficulty of making a generalist out of a specialist. A
man accustomed for years to thinking in terms of sales or
production will find it difficult to see the whole operation in
balanced perspective. He will tend to see the whole organization
*' Alexis de Tocqueville, Democrac' 7- in America (New
York: The Mew American Library, 195oTTp. &82«
*VcMurry, in Richards, op. cit.
, p. 743.
42Ibid. , p. Ik2.
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from the view of his old specialty. In addition, the kind of
person who has the patience and suVmissiveness to spend the
major part of his life a3 the second or third man in an organiza-
tion is not inherentl'* an entrepreneur.
If he found risk-taking genuinely attractive, the
earlier limitations on the scope of his authority would
have been chafing. If he were strong, dynand . and
self-confident he would have found himself clashing
with his superiors. Or . . . he would inevitably have
been attracted by the Unities ies he saw
about him to "run xhis own show. '44
The criteria of long and faithful service and technical
petence which are most frequently used in choosing top level
executives are not necessarily the only ones to consider. The
ability to shoulder the responsibility for risky decisions is very
basic. It is this particular characteristic which appraisal
reports should attempt to illuminate.
Ibid.
44




The proper climate for appraisal is essential to start
a new progi »f management appraisal. The program and the
entire idea must have the full support of the top r eaent
the business. The appraisal system is an additional adminis-
trative work-load which does not directly show an increase in
productivitv or profits. There I n resentment at the
idea of rating or being rated. Starting such a program will
need positive pushing from the chief. Appraisers will have ;
be taught how to appraise and how to conduct appraisal inter-
views. They will have to be sold on the system and convinced
that the program is positively in the 1 ng-range interests of
the company.
Job requirements should be stated in writing with
inate ^oals if these can be worked out. Appraisers should
be taught that over-all job performance is the main thing and
that all characteristics and minor incidents should be kept
2
within this perspectiv Appraisal reports should not be used
as a threat or an implied disciplinary device.
1








One approach to evaluation is called the planned per-
formance approach.-' It is designed to combine the best and the
worst features of the sul jeciive characteristics evaluation and
? so-called scientific or mathematical apprcac i ed, for
omple, to a specific percentage sales increase. The planned
performance approach provides annual targets for each individual
which are specifically related to the short- and long-ran'
goals of the organization. Performance is then judged in ter
of the targets estallished. Over a twelve-month period such
functional tasks have to be measured not only in ouantitative
terms "how much," but also in qualitative terms of "how well.
Subjective, judgmental decisions are thus a fundamental feature
of this system j not only in terms of estai lishing well-defined
goals but in estimating the duality as well as degree of
achievement
-
Some executives have discussed the possibility of
letting subordinates set their own goal* in such a syste .
The administration of such a system calls for the subordinate
to establish his own short- ten Is and responsibilities and
then to discuss them with his boss until both agree on thera.
The subordinate then sets his own. specific work tasks and again
-- ets the approval of his superior. The sut ordinate later
3
Arch Patton, "How to Appraise Executive Performance
,
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Harvard Business Review , Jan. -Fee, I960, pp. 63-70.
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glas McGregor i "An Uneasy Look at Performance
Appraisal," Harvard Pusiness Review , May-June 1957, p. 90.
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appraises his own performance relative to the targets set.
His interview with his immediate superior 1 ssofflSS an examination
of his self-appraisal . Proponents of this idea Qualify it
that the supervisor has veto power over every step of
the sequence descriled.
Tliis proposal seems in many ways an attempt to provide
an easy out for managers from the difficult human relations
proble- it telling subordinates in face-to-face contact how
the T hare been appraised. The proponents of self-appraisal
clair t this system makes the subordinate an active rather
than passive performer in the appraisal process and hence
insures his cooperation. The basic difference of approach is
described as a shift from appraisal to analysis with the
assumption that its validity is insured because every individual
knows or can learn sore a! out himself than anyone else. T
role of the ; oss is to help the subordinate relate his career
planning and performance to the needs and realities of the
organisation* lis supervisor is thus relieved of the responsi-
bility of "playing God-"' one author's description of the appraisal
function. In theory, the individual will be helped to analyze
his own performance relative to goals. This will enable him to
discover his own faults and provide new and better attitudes on
t part of both subordinates and superiors.
There are some serious questions to be raised about
-3 system of self-appraisal. There may be ao. advantage to an
Ibid . . p.
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appraisal sister- which is entirely future-oriented in terns of
rating performance on the short-ranre ;ob. Tut what about
the need to record an accurate impartial evaluation for the
purpose of selection, promotion and assignment on a lon^-range
basis? "Hie prolle fao to prcnote is not solved by this
system. ' c Problems of selection are important to the Ion
range operating effectiveness of the organization and they
shoul:' not >e subordinated to the desire to make interviews
easier or to otherwise evade responsibility for the realistic
evaluation of the subordinate by his supervisor. The valuable
executive time which this system of repeated counseling through
a secuence of goal-setting and appraisal interviews argues
against its practical value. Such as tgnfc tend to lower
performance lecause of the instinct to play it safe while
setting goals.
e basic idea of a planned performance approach is
7
sour . Responsibility for setting goals rests with the top
functional executive, although he may get the help of his sub-
ordinates in setting them. Some companies have successfully
used incentive bonus plans coupled with planned perfc ce
appraisal. Identification of the outstanding and the poor
performers is the primary objective of a system. Too much time
should not be wasted on the evaluation of minor shades of
yu, p. 94.
Patton, op. cit. , p.
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differences aironp the riddle 60 to 70 per cent. The conventional
way to do this easily is to pair the lest and the worst, the
next test and next worst until no difference of performance can
Ve recognized. is system quickly segregates the two groups
of major interest, the highest and the lowest.
Industry has encountered two problems in appl^inr the
planned performance or functional ,<roal approach to appraisal.
One of these is the difficultv of ecuating the appraisal of line
9
and staff functions.' Line functions usually lend themselves
to measurement based on the achievement of quantitative goals
,
production, sales, etc. Staff officers normally have duties of
a different nature without direct responsi' lluty for specific
quantitative results. Where possible the staff officers should
be tied to a performance yardstick of the specific line func-
tions whi . they support or backstop* A similar problem is in
defining the goals of the senior executives who have broad,
unclearly defined or indefinable responsibilities. These are
two weaknesses of a planned performance rating system which
cannot really be solved within the system. They call for
another system transcending the limitations of appraisal keyed
to quantitative output.
The planned performance system imposes discipline on an









reoi ired to initiate the system and to minutely'- define in
writinr the life of the organization in terms of task-orienta-
tion. As usual with anything new, the chief executive must be
solidly behind the program to overcome inertia. A competent
and creative control function is reauired. The objectivity
,
courage and integrity of the top control officers rust be
unquestioned. This personnel staff must he alert and ouick to
advise man? t of anv imbalance in rating cuotas or char
in conditions of any kind which is making established goals
unrealistic or uncompetitive for as the officers being
marled. They must constantly study, define and review their
objectives and individual responsibilities in relation to the
business as a whole. Since administration of a large amount
of frequently changing detail is an inherent feature of this
system the application of the appraisal program should normally
be limited to those executives having a clearly recognizable
impact on profits. There ofte be a tendency to include
too many people in the executive appraisal program.
The planned performance appraisal program is worthless,
like any appraisal program, unless the system is used for
personnel management. Performance rating should orovide the




merit increases, I onus payments and assignments. Knowledge
11
Ibid





that it does will imbue marking officers with a sense of
diligence, care and responsibility to both the organization and
the individual. Conversely, to the extent that personnel action
ignores the cumulative effect of appraisal reports, particularly
in the cases of superior and below standard performance, the
appraisal process may tend to become a routine administrative
chore
.
The planned performance idea is part of a general
reaction in business and elsewhere to the subjective analysis
of characteristics, represented in its most extreme form by the
use of psychological testing to evaluate or anticipate per-
formance capability and characteristics. It is an attempt to
get appraisal back to a realistic appraisal which asks, "How
well does he get the job done?' It is a step in the I
direction, but is limited to the extent that it provides no
basis for estimating future performance.
Marking officers are well advised to seek the views of
other superiors who have observed a person's attitudes and
performance at work. They should discuss their ideas in order
to modify the element of personal bins. This is especially
true if an adverse report is being considered. It may also be
a good idea when a superior report is considered. * Discussion
with others should not dilute the full line responsibility for
perform nee and its appraisal. A person will consider himself
3






directlv subordinate to the person who makes out his appraisal
report.
The management of the company must take action in its
assignments, transfers and promotions to demonstrate to all
personnel that it is really using the reports and basing its
actions on them. This is the real key to confidence in the
15
tern and to general acceptance of the work involved. - It
should also make marking officers careful and conscientious in
their appraisals and raise the level of descriptions above the
trite and perfunctor- .
en the stage is properly set in terms of education and
climate, the details of administration of the appraisal system
be oroperly executed. A divisional organization chart should
le prepared if it does not already exist. Jol descriptions should
written for all the Jofei within the management levels to be
included in the marking &•»• Accountability factors can
then be worked out for jobs which permit objective or quantita-
tive measurement. These mav be called standards of performance
and should ] e in the nature of ??pars for the course" based on
•I £.
averages for each management position.
Other kinds of appraisal yardsticks involve the marking
of areas of responsibility i n to all jo is with assigned
17










critical incidents approach. It attempts to identify specific
acts of behaviour critical to tl e success or failure of certain
'rhis seers rigid and complicated and is probably imprac-
tical to appl; . The most common yardsticks used for appraisal
are the three i • ;tioned alove: present performance, potential
for development, and a wary approach to those characteristics
and traits which are directly related to present and future
performance.
The long-range success of the svster and its general
acceptance both as a tool of administration and an it of
personal career determination will depend upon the relevance of
the marking to the jobfl performed, the reliability and fairness
of the marking, and the practicality with which it is adminis-
tered and used. Good report forms are an important part of t
utility factor. Care sh' r e used in the preparation and
initial selection of a report form because changes over the
years will upset the uniformitv and comparability of m rking
and hence reduce the usefulness of the system. Uniformity and
comparability are the signal reasons for using sore kind of
form in preference to prose reports alone. The use of prose
reports places too great a premium on working for a superior





Bennett, op. cit. > p. 168.
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The foir. should provide spaces evaluation of
performance, description of traits, a snail ! - ) word thumbnail
sketch in prose, notes on the developmental discussion
accompanying the appraisal, a description of any unusual outside
achievements and recommendations concerning promotion and next
asr nt«
Various methods of marking have \ een tried. Ranki
involves marl " st superior as num.- er one, the least
desiralle as the last v roup and continuing (
pair I est and worst until the median of the ptomp bei irked
22is readied. is is a useful device when a large number of
individuals nust re compared. If shown on the report it is
useful for the reviewing officer in the scale or frame
of reference of the marks. Another system is to develop
standards for each ^oT and a correspond' ^cale of measurement.
Thie ''scale technique is not considered reliable as a measure-
ment technique.
Groupa of weir iescriptive statements have also
been used to provide the rrarker with a Lee which is Inter
?iindependently- evaluated by a personnel officer. ' The ess
techni been mentioned above. Despite its limitations it











arsonal, canned quality of other nark: ;, and partly
to show something of the character and ability of the person
doing the mar- . In «11 o-?.ses this part of the report should
handwritten in ink. This reduces the tendency to use stereo-
typed phrases and cliches
.
1 recommends marking performance on a five-st
25
scale of poor, fair, .good, excellent and outstanding. is
seems reasonable on t ;.ce of it. difficulty is compara-
bility between different appraisers. One will assv • od"
as his average int " ten the majority of his subordinates v/ill
Ve lumped. If KOSt other Barkers :*ellent" for the median
up the individuals marked f, good n will find themselves being
considered below average or ''fair 1 ' instead of r'ood. This system
leaves too much room for the human tendency to I nerous.
The simple and desirable solution to this problem is to provide
for three standards on ever-- scale of rating. trage should
mean ,'ust th« od, satisfactory per nc,Q, Below average
should mean unsatisfactory performance and should call for
firing, disciplinary action or warning as appropriate. Above
averaj ean superior or outstanding performance. If
such a scale were properly employed it seems likely that eight
out of ten individuals in a marking group would be placed in
the middle category. ritten justification would be required
for marks above or below • - iddle category.
25
r*i» op* cit ., p. 141

The 3ai.;e three-step systv . : I e usefully er d
reduce the confusion in deciding whether ft person has shown
average, above a excellent, c nding, below aver
W tail nal appearance, fcr la. Why not
make the median -1-edly favorable or unfavo:
imr-essions"? Reyel suggests unsatlsf .no
26pro 1 positive, and I '-. is seerrs workable
for * — Its ftD aracteristlce , but It I 11
leaves le< ing av criteria in
I <is should be the question: To what extent does it
single out the 10 percent or or 2 r orcent who are reall^
"^erior and r arkod for promotion and deve.1 is
its that a three-step scale such , no proM
and positive would fe< re useful.
iiscussion of ntetho^s of evaluation should in an
analy value and inport of teat eans -
predict resent capaMlity and future performance. So;
executives in many organizations will alw pfc for a pat
sf testing or measurement of fixed performance criteria
in order to 1 9 the responsibility of nal ing a ental
decision. It is easy to fall had- on numbers or test results
her than face hard choi Ivin le. This natural
refuge of bureaucracy is reinforced by the great aura attached
ience. Teal i the wei ".rue science
to bear upon the knotty problem of evalvta Le*
26Ibid ., p. 3
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The natural temptation is to use a scientific approach,
ftt is, to develop a tatterv of psychological te3ts.
is country is, unfortunately, still ued with the
traditions of pr«-World War IX German scholarship • , ich
attempted to ar the same ise, objective measur-
ing techniques to human behaviour that had proved
fruitful in the phvsical sciences. Most educational
institutions and a preat number of business organiza-
tions are "test hi ... :-re unreal
th. assume that human traits are internally
homogenous, static things whic', can !e r easured again?
t
an inflexible rule. ... In the determination of the
e tent to which a given person is a potential entr
r-reneur-mar.arer and can use partici e-consultative
methods in leading hifl oeople, r trig devices
(tests) have alirost nothing to contribute. 2 '
This is not to say that there is anything wrong with
tests oer se . Aptitude and into e tests have been used
for ears and the c~m menerallv Ve considered to perform
a useful and valid function as long as they are taken at face
value without interpretation or correlation or statistical
summar- . eans that if -erson tested answer I to
the o •
,
I at is 2 2?" that this signifies that this
person knows t! 2—nothing more. ' "If he is all
thumbs when he puts wiggly blocks torether, he won't be very
good at a job requiring cnoi manual dexterity to put t:
2
lik< iT. i person who i3 tested on
I voca' ttlary knowledge and found to have around a word
vocabulary may be reasonably assumed to be unsuited for work
27
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reo- iring a word vocabulary. ese are examples of
legitimate testing functions which directly evaluate a specific
measurable ability or knowledge. They are valid as lonr: as
onl nle, direct inferences such as those cited above are
drawn from their. They are invali when they are used as a
source of inferences about the personall ts of character
or future ability and performance, the re I alid when
compared with a statistical ncrr or nrofile.
Intelligence tests are useful as general indicators of
intelligence or previous trainin ire not useful
for dete fine differences between individuals who are
within the same general test-score range. Other untested and
unmeasurable attributes such as diligence, cter, w.
skills, deroeanor and attitude will nor be considered, ^he
best decisions of this kir ade by human beings using
judgment ar n sense to subjectively r B decision
which normally cannot I r Even the
active tests which Treasure intelligence and aptitudes h:
to be used with a strong measure of common sense.
Kf- erican corporations are using personality tests
their personnel prc^rarrs. It has become common to screen
job applicants writ] attery of psychological tests. The cause
of concern is the use of auch tests in the evaluation of t-




Should Jones be promoted or put on the shelf?
«Tuat alout the ti -utiva reaches forty-five
or fifty and Lna to ret butterflies in his 81
wonder ng what it h to a ' the
lonr-sought prize is to he fter all, the coxnp&n
la pre- . . once the
superiors would have thre this out
selves, in sorre companies the irst
tlv. legist I nd out what th« tests say.
for La i for the last ten -> no one has
been oted in the upper 1 the 1 oard
chairman has consulted the tests. At Sears, as else-
where, the formal decision is of course based on
other fact ra also, but the we en
test report* stake* it clear that for many ential
executive the moat critical d \ - "lifa
will l.e the one he spends tal ing tests.
What is wrong with testinr a iran to see if he has tl
attribute* fternally associated with hirh responsi-
bility? The reason - passed over 3 - is th ral
question. I testing is an unwarranted invasion of
rersonal pr . en a Bum goes to work for a large
or ition he surrenders a decree ersonal freedom and
individu ;e. T?is life will necessar: e influenced by
the 61 8 j duties, regulations and rcores of the organization.
He tituda, drees, speech, conduc -
performance to these mores I and off the job. Put he
should have the freed o* to have an inner self t net
subject to the pro' agist
and anyone else who is est results. is





Do the tests really help companies to single rut the
exceptionally capable individual? There is counting eviden
that not only do the tests fail to single out the e-ceptior
pers- n, but that they also actively disor te against hi~ in
:>r of a conformist ncrr who is sufficiently bland t
hi^h on tests ox pers<nali" . test this contention
Fortune i Ine admlni stared a battery of ccrrmonly used pert
ality tests be a rrour of outstanding scientists and tives
to see if their scores would correspond to their achievements.
nclusionr if the tests were rigorouslv applied across the
;rd toda . If of the i - dynamic rasa in ! usiness would be
34
ou: 'he streets for a job.
Pel lity tests are another example of the effort
applv the methods and precision of the physical sciences to the
social studies and humanitio The full claim of scientific
invest 1 .on and mathematical analysis is I :t to bear
the testers, now a huge industry, to convince the layman t.
their methods and results are accurate an id. Neither in
the questions used in the tests nor in the meth-ris of analys:
the results is there Inactive science. th contain
debatable ass- one, questions of values assigned
weights to relate therr V.ased upon entirely subjective considera-
tions.*5 " The result, deliberate or no j a set of
34Ibid .
J- » P« S
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that reward the conforrist, the pedestrian, the uni -ative
—
At the expense l ixci rial Individual whor'i management
mos t needs to a t fcra c t . -
"h- r is this so? In what way does ^ers. nality testir:
differ fron aptitude and intelligence I estinm? One is measurable
and the other is not. With a certain degree of accuracy
individuals can be tested t; determine how well they understand
oken Frenct . The test results can be pi a linear scale
and used to compare individual abilities within a froxxp. Tut no
two individuals will even define • nality trait in
the same manner. They will certainly not • on ai
which purport to depic' the exact personality opposite of a
given trait. For le, it i3 fallacic at if a
person's scores reveal that he is 17 percent otional then
he must be only 2t percent stea at is the meaning of
otional In descrl personality? If raon is more
or less emotional in percentage fifiires, what i3 the norm with
which he is being compared? Who decided that certain responses
to certain -ns indicated conform! f- to a norm from whir
ical t drawn? t is normal? Is
normality a criterion of exceptionally capable people? e
answer istion is self-evident. otional people








How emotional, or steady, or soeiaMe should a good manager
be?
All such questions are meaningful only if related to
dozens of intangibles. In some occupations and social ps
the reading of a book, or the ryreferenre of reading to grou^
social activity such as bowling, if considered an unsocial act.
A member of this group who indicated n a test that he normally
preferred readier to going bowllnj be introverted
s ciall^ . But the ouestion is relative. 3one in
a gr where reading Is considered a nay of life and the chief
source -f intellectual stimulation and social tal' . this cues-
r,ion would tend to produce an unobjective and invalid result,
•ft is a hidden value judgment ^ade by the person who con-
structs the tests. He says to himself that going bowling is a
more normal and wholesome pursuit than reading; the person
who prefers reading to bowling is therefore somewhat anti-
social, etc. But the person who answers the test in favor of
reading could still be a strong extrovert who simplv doesn't
like to bowl. Great leaders have exhibited manv different
personality attributes. Some have > een extremel- gregarious:
others have been misanthropes. The testers iniect another
hidden value judgment when they say whether the norm should be
"iore or less soeiaMe or introverted-
This is a defect characteristic of all personality tests





collating in chart f r the personality scores of groups of
people in different occupations to show how they compare with
other adults on several personality traits. Then this copari-
son is expressed as a percentile rating to give the full aura
of scientific and mathematical mystique to the test. For
>raple, the testers may find that the sociability rating on
their test of thirty saiescler s was around the eightieth
percentile. This means that the average salesclerV is more
sociable than 79 out of 100 adult* « The average sociability of
adults in general my have Veen deduced by a sample testing of
less than one thousand persons, *ere they an average croee-
secti on of normal people in different walks of life? '."ere they
inmates of a prison? Vere they draftees? T "ere they normal ?
Only the testers know or pretend to know. And yet, in some
oanies a wan being considered for a particular kind of jot
can be matched against the master profile for the group. If
the shoe fits, he is Cinderella. It Sears, Roebuck, for
example, A man does not have to match t rofile exactly,
Tut it won't help him at all if his line zigs where the chart
40
zags.
Once such tests are started within an organisation they














repel fcl dividuals who niyht var nlficantly from the
rreviouslv determined profiles of nor; r . I fter several -'ears
onlv the type inducted will be eligible for test iad olserva-
tion as executive material. It will be easy for the psychologist
to conclude that the truth of the tests has I bus leen confirmed.
Of course it is true that "any companies bad f und ionm bef-.re
the advent of testing that if you induct only certain kinds of
people then all of the successful people within the organisation
will be that kind of person. Fui this process was not- confused
with the iv utal ie laws of science. " f
Use of tests within a c ny will have its own >oldi
effect on the indi v.o are tested. Many of thess test3
are sufficiently transparent that after 9 through
them an astute individual will instinctively sense the right'
answers, that is, those that will keep Mr classified as one o-c
the good , Since the profile has been selected to conform
to the co- ran- ideal ( the pressures of give and ta! e, the
pressures to ccnfort to that ideal, will f->rce the newcomer to
tecoine more like it as he remains in the organization. en
the psychologists do their idatinm of test results, the
results will tend, for a variety of reasons, self-confirm-
in 1 .
in an organization costs a lot of money over
a period of years. This means that within the organisation there
42
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will be a group of individuals in addition to the psychologists
who have assumed responsil ilit\ starting tec , who have
made many decisions based on the test results and who therefore
have a large stake in proving the c rrectness of the test
results.* Sometimes this can lead to punishment of an
individual in order to prove the correctness of the tests.
One large Midwestern company was about to pre
a man when it decided to have him take 1 test. The
report that the c nsultant firm mailed lack to the
companv was freighted by the analyst with warnings
about the man's stability. The c ay was nuzzled.
The man had consistently done a fine job ... at
last it decided to tell the man the promotion he had
expected so long was going to someone else. Six
months later . . . the man had a nervous breakdown.
As in all such stories, the company sa vrs this proves
how ac
c
urate the tes t_ was. ^5
Simple yes-no or multiple choice tests often pinish the
person of high intelligence in another, more Subtle way. The
1 right person always wants to read deeper into a situation than
the simple statement of the normal multiple-choice lead perrits,
How big was that fire in the basement This is
not a quibble; it is the kind of question that occurs to the
intelligent mind, and the ability to see shadings, to posit
alternatives, is virtually indisnensa) le to cal
or otherwise. Remember, we are searching for wa"3 to
distinguish, select and develop leaders and managers, not jusr
It id .
L
Ibid. , italics added.
**6
Ibid. t p. 815.

Rood organisation men who know how to re- follow
orders. Tie hrir; rson will often sc oorly on tests of
this type tecause he rejects the o'cvious answer as too obvious
and reads subtleties into a ' wr answer. He will do this,
that is, until he learns how to take tests .f this type.
A surprising arc .nt of in format. -3 lished
on how to take these tests, ^hyt* advised giving a pedestrian,
conventional answer in word associations and cor-aents about
i n
the world. This is to side-step the radical or abnormal'
tag. He further advises the person being tested to repeat, to
hir;self when in doubt about the most 1 eneficial answer to any
question:
I loved my father and my r, but father a little
bit ore.
I was a happy j normal American "toy and everybody liked
§«
I like t - pretty e way they are.
I never worm at any thin
I lev- wife and chil b
;on
f t let them gst in the wa" of compa:r work.
care for books or »usi
1 a person who honestly scores well whan measured against
such criteria be likely to be the d; . e, except! c?nal individual
fitted for large responsibility? Or will he be pedestrian,
Conventional, run-of-the-mill, normal and well-adjusted above
all else?
4?




"e don't ha e to jump to the obvious conclusion in
answering this question. In the case of the tests administered
fcy Fortune to fourteen corporation presidents and board chairmen,
not one had a profile that fell completely within the ' accept-
able' rar^e> and two failed to meet the minimum profile for
foremen. fc'ost of them scored poorly Q how supervise
c-uestione and did particularly poorly >n questions concernin
employee relations. The range of scores was so great as to Bake
a median figure meaningless. For example, on the Thurstone
score for sociability only tight of a group of fortv-three
p.?narement sen tested fell between the fortieth and sixtieth
percentiles. The other thirty-five were grouped at opposite
ends of the scale. The scores were i ally contradictory.
Ran? who scored high en steadiness' on one test scored very
badly on "stability on another '-est. o scored / Tor
eofitentment'1 scored low for tranquility, ^
Was this I valid test of the accuracy of tests? Probably
not The individuals taking the test were answer. onestly
rather than playing for the norm as they would have been doing
if the'"' were not secure in the knowledge that this test had
nothing whatever to do with their careers. Put if they were
answering honestly, could it be that they really are maladjusted
or neurotic because of their low test scores? It seems more
lil-el t the measure of normality established by the
49Ibid ., p. f:
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personality- testers is invalid and that t.einr well-ad.justed
r I profile of these tests is not a proper yardstick
SOfor evaluation of top r.anaerenent nnel.
At V'estinghc lectric . . , 10,00 ) management men
have already Veen coded onto I.B.F. cards that contain,
in addition to vita' itlstici and work records, the
men's personality-test ratinrs. What with the schools
already doir, m ch the sairif with electronics
ill testinf increasir *sy, there seerrs no
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PTER
..^TNISTRATTCN OF EVALUATION SYSTEM
( ne of the princir?! nrotlems icutive evaluation
system is deciding the appropriate level at which to be.cin and
end the reporting system* Who shou'I reported upon and who
should not? d the s) i or line supervisor
included in the syst G Are division managers or vice-presidents
1 tyond the need for systematic evaluation? The correct answers
to these questions are vital xe success of a reporting
system. It costs money to mark, process, file and analyse
reports over a period of years a! sort s executive t: \d
enerry. If t lse is drawn too low in the hierarc
the sheer cuantity of administration may dilute the accuracy of
data input and evaluation. If drawn too high the pr* n base
will rrespondingly narrowed so that young executives wi"
i potential are not singled out ear? »ugh in their
careers t te of maximum benefit to the organisation throu
develop; and accelerated promotion.
riters in this field disagree on this subject.
that the upper limit of marking should be established some-




The writer agrees with the author w o t&ya that all merit era
the man?. nt tear should ©ro| ' te included in the evaluation
o
syste It is assured that t ant t
defined to include the junior officers in the hierarchy who
uld eon eivably ba potential future senior executives. This
perrrits the acci ion of uniform data on a person's perfor: -
ance and characteristics over a oeriod of years. The promotion
system will also he a determining factor in deciding how low to
syste . t£ ions are made by a remote
central headquarters then all r-ersns in the hierarchy will have
to be marked and reported upon in order to provide the center
with r promotion.
e need to continue the system of reporting even after
pr motion to vice-presidential level exists because individuals
near the top 3 pyramid say ba considered for the nost of
chief executive. Thia particular lob is unique. The chief
executive wuat make the final decisions. Me represents the
entire ligation before the public and the stockholders. is
leadership must furnish the drive to nove the entire organization
forward. fot in ^lex, subtle and da ' . All the
tools of rational care ' be utilized in the selection of
the individual to fill the top post.
2
•honey, op. cit ., p.
rtindell, op. cit . , p. 12S.

The higher the level of the executive being appraised,
the more important certain factors of basic understand!::
attitude and motivation become. TOTS M L« it a high level
are costly beeaus* the entire organization is effected by tho .
Ch errts tale effect with delayed act nd cannot I ickly
edied even if recognized earl v'. Th« individual who made the
faulty decision may te retired or transferred long before the
errors are apparent. High level errors often increase ;
magnitude because tl re reflected in the morale and attitudes
of many subordinate executives with a ripple effect right down
to the botto the pyramid. Continuous reporting of
per ace can decrease the possibility of an inept individual
being promoted still higher where his oppor- ' es for error
are even greater.
There is another reason for the n for continual
reporting on individuals even after they ha | oted to
h level. The good performer of last year turn sour this
vear. As time passeo »ge> ambitions dry otivations
a and health and ener deteriorate. rroper reports
will disclose such a tapering off in a senior executive. As
already noted, an Individual who seamed competent for higher
responsibilities when he held a lower post ma e capable







under the test of performance in a digger job. A military
organization 3hould concentrate on a deliberate plan of forced
retireir.ent at the top and middle of the structure in order to
insure that the level of youthful energy necessar- for comtat
operations is continuously maintained.
en a democratic people goes to war after a long
interval of peace, all the leading officers of the
army are old men. I spea only of t raerals,
but of the non-corr issioned officers . . . all the
soldiers are ^ere \ oya , and all the superior officers
in declining years; so that the former are wanting in
experience, the latter in vigor. This is a leadir
cause of defeat, for the first condition of su ccess-
ful generalship is youth: I should not have ventured
to say so, if the greatest caotain of modern times
had not made the observation.'
Continuous reporting makes the evaluation system available f<
r
both kinds of selection
—
promotion and demotion, discharge or
forced retirement.
If there is divergence of opinion on whom to appraise
there is equal disagreement on the question of who shall
appraise. In most organizations the ir te superior rakes
9the appraisal reoort. Such individual appraisal is subject to
the bias of that single individual. With this system the review
procedure is an important feature. Group appraisal is another
system which has heen tried, u It is expensive in terms of ti












and mon<-' If V oup is dominated by a single individual it
y be subject to the same danger of Mas as the individual
mark! advantage of the group system is that it nay
increase the confidence of the subordinate in the fairness of
the result. Tn the group system the im-ediate superior is a
ber of I roup. The Detroit Sdison Company uses a f an
committee of superiors, one of whom i3 the immediate superior of
the individual being rated.
Multiple appraisal is a system of independen y 'ing
several different appraisers. It generally requires consolida-
tion by a staff officer of several independent reports. It
time-consuming for those who rust make out the multiple reports
and it places a 1 >ps undue, resp Llity on the
staff coordinator. A different project >f a staff officer
into the appraisal machinery M ore worthwhile. This is the
field-review method, where the staff specialist makes out all
12
the rerorts based on his interview of the immediate superiors.
tern produces unifc .iid ranking
criteria and seems to provide an excellent buffer against
pers< nal bias. The objection is that the system depends entire
on the ability of the staff specialist, A change of eta
specialists within an Ization would pi Ly upset the
-king criteria in a subtle but unrreasurable way.
11







The systems of appraisal mentioned above base the
evaluation on the observations and opinions of superiors, either
individually, collectively or through a staff interpreter.
Appraisal by contemporaries and appraisal by subordinates are
two different approaches that have been tried by various
organizations in the past. A system of ranking and reporting
by contemporaries among second lieutenants undergoing instruction
at the Marine Corps Fasic School has been practised for some
time. The officers rani' each other in order of test to worst
and make brief written comments on each IPT r card. The computer
compiles all the rankings into one master list. Experience
with this system indicates that the remarks and the scoring of
the officers on each other were remarkably perceptive and
accurate. Ranking tended generally to correlate with the
similar ranking performed by the staff supervisors, although
there were occasional sharp surprises. There was a gain in
information and an accurate comparative ranking from the system
of contemporary rating.
It was noted, however, that the team spirit and group
cohesion of the platoon which existed before ranking took place
could seldom afterwards be recaptured. Contemporary rating bred
an "every man for himself" attitude. Formation of small cliques
of individuals tended to solidify and individual competition
was sharpened. The gain in information from a system of con-
temporary rating should be balanced against the possible reduc-
tion of harmony within the group of individuals who rate each
other. This loss may be considered justifiable in a school

situation w> ore a group of individuals is brought together
terrporarilv. It would seldom be justified in a more permanent
wor 1 ing situation.
Going a step further in radical departures fro the
custom rating \y superiors is the idea of reporting and
13
rating of superiors by subordinates. It is unquestionably
true that subordinates are often in a position to observe and
to keenly evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of their
superiors in the hierarchy tetter than the superiors of their
superiors. is ability has already been noted in connection
with tbe characteristic of decisiveness. lift has occurred
to some organizations, Why not get regular reports by subordi-
nates on their bosses and let the ow how they are
regarded and where they need to improve?*' Some companies are
doing this. Higher management- gathers reports from subordinates,
evaluates and screens the information o\ tained, and passes it on
in interview form to the intermediate manager rated bv his
subordinates. ponents of the system claim that performance
of I ers is improved. Experience with such a system wo-
seem to indicate that many of the same objections and considera-
tions which apply to contemporary ran--in. i apply to
subordinate rating or evaluation. It places a burden of
att.tr rti nr tc please subordinates on the manager which may color
his judgment to the extent that this consideration will be
13
H#y*l* op. -"it. , op. 25-26.
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placed above the e -snse requirements • ance. It
weakens the pattern of M which underlie! the
functioning of any organisation no matter how participative or
consultative the working relation: I e on the surface.
On the other hand, information is ol tained in thi oner which
~ht not otherwise have come to light.
Sometimes a reliance on subordinate ratinr be a
stitute for the rout >erfon of the supervis I fttnc-*
tion by errent. TV. substit- :nate
rating of intermediate managers for their own failure to observe,
inspect, question, coach and counsel their subordinates or for
a failure in the flow of v tions. k% any rate,
the obvious pitfalls, the predictable adverse effect on disci-
pline and future wor 3 indicate that subordinate
rat in-, tared only as a possible supplementary
check on performance. is necessary in
administration and in the evaluation and use of i -on
tained. Fetter information can pro- obtained by an
Informal system, for example, by a superior walking around ar
informally /itb a llnats aining their confidence
and getting the t how their w La going. I any
Tits and pieces of Information about managerial per e can





employee discipline una supervisor morale that are rlsk«4 by a
more formalised system of subordinate rating.
Heyel recommends a stern, annual self-evaluation.
The officer rates himself in answer to a 6b»e\ - ff list of
.uestions and then, in n with other sjrafca) AtftettstM his
evaluation with his immediate superior. Thio sy*t«a seems to
be, but is not necessarily, a device t shift the burden of
coaching aiii appraisal from the marking ,u '-rvioora. Here
an example of such a self-t;Vaiuat,ion che^k-list.
1. Have you met your profit g
.
. Bave | it maintained 11a -jmmuni well
you should have?
3. ft ill | e 03 ic reporting to you kn Adtl)
they ao I t bo ^joompiishing?
4. Have they in turn communicated the line?
5. nre you doing your part in the community ?17
This may be a useful c ^ching or leadership training device but
it o^ems to have limit,, applies! n M n appraisal - :a. It
shows the range ©jf ideas on the subject.
iJespitt - iicting recommendations by management
writers, the most satisfactory ^yaZem of evaluation still seems
the tried and true marking by the immediat of
the individual with a r«vi#tf by the next superior u I in the
;ani national hierarchy.*® Organ!. U delegate the






Mahoney, i . cit
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actual immediate superior who supervises and observes t
perfc e of erson ieinm marked writes and si he
report.
Could failure to delegate \ e considered a weakness of
-stem used in the Marine Corps? The lieutenants in
a company are under the direct observation and supervision of
the '-uiy commander, nor a cantain, tut the captain does
not simn their fitness reports. They are signed ty the
ilion commander. Ln observation of the performance of
lieutenants in a subordinate echelon is Ly United on the
part t the battalion c der. .^es he do it': ; ie
company commander prepares "rough rer i reports which
the battalion commander essentially copies and signs as his
own. The final report is not signed by the person who had a
^r influence upon its content, the company commander,
battalion c r is the direct superior and enuinely
obr rt on the performance of the company c ider.
The company commander's rough' recommended reports are
influenced to a greater or lesser degree I -ression he
hopes his mar' .' superior will gain of hir- . Since 1 IS not
si£n the final report the s be open to abuse. For
Eple, a unit performs exceptionally well, due in part to the
perfor. f the junior officers. The company mder
fives all except one of them mediocre recommended r rts in
order to convince his superior, the person actually signing ,
the final th" reports, that it was wn outstanding
performance alone that caused the rood unit performance.

IAn ft] ised on behalf of this system is that
delegation of marking hority to the actual immediate super-
visor would create lack of uniform standards within a battalion.
If this same lo,~ic is extended, then lack of uniformity within
a r p a division would call for infinite escalation of
the level of narking authority, Another argument is ; the
company commander does not hsive the maturity or experience to
mark officers. This argument is B refuted by the fact that
the my commander does officers under in the
form of secret recommendations w ich he is not required to si
and which do not kec- of the record. uch better
it would be if the reports bore the si re of the person
were subject to the screening, supervision and
review of the more- .• ^ttalion and regimental andere.
This example could be applied marl iaj
mizational situation! I the one cited. It is
cited to demonstrate the importance of a oi' review
of fitness reports by the superior once removed fro the
•idiate supervision of the person beinf ed and the need
to delegate primary mar . rity to be superior
who genuinely observes and directly si r Lses per .
Pennett re. nds that performance evaluations ~de
.ltaneously and independently by three levels f line mans
19
at in the chain of command. resumably the function of
19
Pennett, pp. cit. , p.
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mar would rule out the need for a review system. This
proposal is unworkable in a military organization, and is likely
to bi so in any other organisation. The rolUM of reports that
would have to I ; est of the three reporti
n
officers in the hierarr effort to try to observe or
learn sore thing firsthand t the rerscns being marked maces
this idea sec -ractica] .
Reports should be reouired at f i- ed intervals, usually
of one year's duration, although sore writers recommend B
nths as the appropriate inte" Lsal itself should
be on a continuous basis even though reports are submitted only
22
i interval If the interval is too frequent then
the burden of work will tend to rake the re perfunctory.
Too great an interval reduces the >unt of information
collected on an individual and does not allow for the changes
that can occur in perfc :e and characteristics within the
interval severed, Tf the interval is two years it is conceivable
that performance dur last *j -onths could differ markedly
fror that of the first si onths. art of t tried is
the report supposed to portray where such differences exia
The administration of evaluation reports calls for a
-simple a •: dossiers on e -rson reported upon where
20
t -it. , p. 26.
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the accv; od reports are re 1 a file f r tl inspec-
tion when required for and 3alar" adninis-
In a large U ->eana that naich tine and
effort is expended in sorting, screening and analyz
information ned in the fil individual evaluation
reports. Thia ;=as le -i of ;-nce and
saa- 3 to the field of per;- ectail usi:
a • fcer t assi .g and selections for
The use of e. er3 i industry has
ome an Important f modern or/raninational life. It has
provided i port atua for ai ~ion
struct 3 of '. of computers
tad tiir.ely e leration of a
oat of information that would l --osaible other-
:e. It I 1 tthc > des
and process inf ion n measured 1 in
ical tai quantified }• -as in the use of these
techniques in materiel I I ' it has led
the sain© t Iques to catalog) classify,
rrelate La.
ernational Fusiness ' 'nes C is
designed a personnel -1 to
•sonnel 8, allocations, and
aaaigniM t effect!? available onnel resources
to neet jot raquir i special features
2
International Busii
{' ftahlngton Systems Cei ett. ly6i"Ti p- 1-1 •
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this system is a personnel-network technique that concisely
depicts the eligibility relat.ionshir 'ween av le
personnel uthorised jobe, thu3 facilitating computer
application. This system would r?aVe assignments effecti rsly
eonsiderin - ll-m&nnlng, priorities, preferer
career management, and detailed characteristics of i ndividuals
and .lobs . Jobs would } Merited in mathematically stated
tarns, the peonle In the 'inventory 1 would be described in the
e terms , and to computer would be pre n ed to mate
people with J
Whan assigning individuals to specific ividual
differences are considered. The individual assi sub-
syster uses a procedure to match the characteristics contained
in individual records with the characteristics r or
individual positions. Varying v b are given to such
factors as individual preferences, transportation costs, skills,
and jot assignment priorities. To provide the data used in
' sul teasing, the authorized requirements i
personnel inventory are expressed in t : ill
at individual and sur levels. r not onl
the computer record in a data ban thematical descriptions
indii : Is and jobs—it also lumps thai other mathe-
matically using the techniques of statisti-s mathematics.
applying mathematical techniques, personnel can be
assigned in a way that best implements a given set of
*Tbl , 2- .

policies in accordance with priorities and constraints.
Theso leal techniques first determine
feasible solution within the indicated constraint*.
If more than one solution is feasi'le, mathematical
optimization techniques are used to determine the
it plan for matting priorities^ minimising cost or
some other defined measurement.'
The machine is ' handle lata first in a
long-rar lannlng subs st err and then in a I t-ran loca-
tion subsystem. The long-range planning s see* s to solve
the pr of alloc* rsonnel in sue:: a wa<<* that the
requirements in each of several time per: 9%* The
short-range allocation Btaa inrol m* rnly one time peric .
The plan?:, t.ich involvss the actual manipulation of people
occurs in the ? Iaiming fyate . This system is of
particular intere?
rt-range allocation allocates categories
of people to ojj f nositions. * individuals in a
en personnel category are treated alike. For example, four
hundred electronics engineers can he further categorized 1
ranVs of captain and lieutenant. The computer will mathematicallv
consider the alternative ways of allocating these men to four
hundrc llets of required personnel in accordance with the
instructions pr red into it. Individual diff ^s among
these men are not considered until the no ase, of







is based upon the long-rr Ian. It is chiefly used to niide
the conduct of personnel planning and to determine such cost
lications as housing and transportation. Cost f ^3 are
maintained in the data lank and can be injected into the computer
output to develop budget estimates and to itor appropria-
tions. *"
The principal considerations of the programmed phase
the corrput ^n which assifr.s individuals to specific
3itions are that each r tiflfc be filled under a given
set of rules or policy constraints and that each individual
L atch his ,1ob, as far as possible, within this set of
nlo? >r constraints. How does this occur? First, jobs and
individuals are placed in paired categories so that every
individual in a ca' f will meet the minimum qualifications
for each r sition in the corresponding cat> l. For
each position the personnel qualifications desired above the
minimum required are entered into the computer. Then the
tailed qualifications of each individual which are above t
specified minimus? are entered. Flni tion and eli
Lists are entered if the" are available. This serves
to further ran 1 a given set of indi Is within a cat-







Individual assignments are determined by classifying
individuals and positions into r \os. Th«n groups of
individuals are etched with groups of positions according to
the weighted nursler of eowaon characteristics.^ The computer
does not compare the characteristics of each individual with
the characteristics of each in this phase. The individual
is considered to tVe extent that his characteristics, mathe-
matically described in terms of numbers that can be pro r od,
identify him with his nr up in his categor^ of people versus
s. It is only after this grouping that individuals are
matched with specific positions. T If a position coincides with
an individual's preference, then the characteristic {data ele-
ment) preference of individual and position match. If an
individual who sneaks Spanish is assigned to a position in
which a knowledge of Spanish is desiralle, then the characteris-
tic 'sneaks Spanish 1 of individual and position should I
31
ched."' The description of the systr- the International
Eusiness Machines Corporation e s onl active criteria
ich can be stated as a yes or no, true or false kind of fact
or which can be measured and stated in numerical terms as a
mathematical absolute. Subjective considerations requiring
reflection, judgment and c ion sense cannot be entered into a








the true scientific sense of the word. Figures concerning
theoretically objective values such as "speaks Spanish" may be
less.
In the spring of 1962 the Commandant, of the Marine
Corps directed the organization of a French and Spanish langu
trainin: -ram using available Marinas f r Instructors.
•3 were used to screen records and quickly produced li
of people who speak Spanisl . Almost none of the people
listed by the computer I be used. The c cuter did not
record, for t la, that the individual was last tested in
1946, that his test scores showed only a poor to fair fluenc
and that he had not used the la an. But in r
system described above such individuals would tan
automatical etched with jo* s which had input a ''speaks
Spanish 1 requirement. This is an e:. La of the need to regard
with eauti ch of the objective dat? scientists,
raaticians and computer orogramrers ten to regard as
absolute and immutable statements of fact.
The International Business Machine* plan calls for a
manager.ent review of prelirdnar :,he
' er, followed by modifications to the original assi i ts
based unon ths input of new criteria i er. nThe
proease of evaluatinr and modifyii ? Li assignments and
re-evali new assignments continues until an assignment is




ves the illusion that in the last analysis people are 3till
assi people and can easi] r-rule the mechanical pro-
cessino of the machin Logic tells us thi so.
Where computers have been installed t r inistra-
tion conduct* ople such rer ent is rtant part
of the ^ication require r rental.
Once a c ter sister of personnel assi t is in operation
re will not he enough people left to per the detailed
manual screen: f individual records formerly condui
Deadlines, costs and "efficiency' will tend to dictate reliance
on tho of the I at.
An evaluation of r bets of assigning people '-rust
take into consideration certain key features of the syste:
Fir3t. scientific approach is applied to people on t
assumption that they can be adeq^ f described in precise
numerical terms. Second, the mathematics of statistics is used
by the computer to analyze and group these coded characteristics
of people. Third, human review of the ass: he
ter in accordance with the policy instructions pro : ed
into it is diff " use there is no record in the final
output of what the computer considered'1 in making the assign-
it. Let us examine each of these key features of si
syste
Active components of the world in which we live, and
of the people who live in it, can be precisely measured, stated
in ma ? oe put into a cc er and used
to arrive at a mathematical solution to a stated problem.
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Supplies in a warehouse invent r^ represent an t le of
components of reality which lend themselves to this technique.
Some characteristics of people 3hare a cordon character with
the supplies. The day a pari n was torn, and hance his are, is
an table fact. Few other things about a person can reall r *
k® objectively described, even though psychologists ani others
pretend that they cat oople are constantly changing, losing
old skills and acquiring new. Each person is unique, different
from all other persons. His trait: personality, character
and ability are difficult to determine or define, much less I
measure and state mathematically. The attempt to pl??ce people
in "invent, r and tc • echar ided.
The influence of computers will continue to be enhanced
if those who use them attend chiefly to those c s
of reality which can be put into a computer and pr -
cessed by it . . . the whole trend toward cybernation
can be seen as an effort to remove the variabilities in
n T s on- « behaviour . • . which, because of their
non-statistical nature, complicate product, od con-
sumption, us, somewhere along the line, the idea
the individ 1 ey be Lately swallowed up in sta-
tistics.
other critical feature of the application of computer
routines to personnel assignment is the statls ,'cs < athe-
matics used by the computer. It- is difficult to interpret
figures when they relate to so such as human charac-
teristics. But it i3 extrer easy to do arithmetic, especially
with e 9. Averages can be calculated to nineteen decimal
shael, 'Cybernation- fc Conquest,'
Aut on Implications for the Future, ed. -srris Philip
(New ] Random Rouse, ) > ~P« 115.
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irrefutal le about the neat
ures. th
ic logic i precise rresnure^ent, ar curate calculation.
difficult to refute because ar so
/urate a I ve. - lln an
ie au i mly i 've criteria, a! positive, vague
and difficult 1 yvt the subjective analysis 5
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e3 : ear of valu< »nts.
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.
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cion t differc d duals are e! ad
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the reality of perSonne mts. group le
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statistical! progr*BSft*d a or mav infer that the individuals
in the r -ire all suitable for job asa 3 in that IQ
range. Put one of the individuals co- Id be a a and
another a moron, is not the averages that really tell the
stor .
Human review of the solution obtaine': he computer
is extra iifficu" ause there is no visible record in
the final output of what facts were considered and in what way
they were considered.
It seen that the result of a programming
technique of metion is to remove from the of
the designer and operator an effective understand!
of many of the stages by which the machine comes to
its conclusions . . . human action is a feedback action.
To avoid a disastrous consequence, it is not enough
that some action on our part should be sufficient to
change the course of r chine, because it is ouite
po hat we ? information cn v : rise
consideration of such an action.
If we use, to achieve our purposes, a mechanical
with whose operation we cannot efficiently
interfere once we have started it, because the aetic
is so fast and irrevocable that we have not the dal
to intervene before the action is complete, then we
had better uite sure that the purpose put into
the machine m purpose which we really desire and
not merely a c lorful imitation of it
precisely the problem invol -ed i pt to assi
or promote individuals by computers. 1 tendency of a Lne
• tallation to disperse the people who for performed the
functions which it has assumed has been noted. Even if
- Tichael, op. cit., p, .
Jorbert Weiner, '-Some Moral and Technical Consecuences
of Automation,' in Philipson, op. cit ., p. 17: •
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were still on the job, they could not possi 1 initor the
decisions of the computer. They would not know what was teir
considered" and could not worV fast enourl
Computer applications to personnel lers should be
restricted to long and short-range all
general nature to analyze and correlate dai uch rapid pro-
cessinv of Information can provide valuable assistance in su<-
areas as f recasti ture require:<ent3 for people, cost data,
asportation, housing and training plans. t the actual
assirrnirent of individuals should te performed by intelligent
human \ ein^s
.
An e - ample of such a svsterr. w is
that at the Marine Corps Basic cchooi at itico, inia.
Each company of newly cos missioned second lieutenants is ranl--
on two ne ster lists, one "leadership, the other "acade
Inputs to the leadership list consist of scores on the rif"
range and similar tests pi a serration* by str Ticers
leadership porfc ce. Characteristics such as ju ar«
a percent?;- sis by the Ticer. The weight
to te assi to each report is normall ttrolled by the
staff cocapan lis is t "tit will
have : an T s standing on the list. y academic test is
as<- J a standard mathematical weight and student res are
entered into the acaderdc list. The two lists are compiled a
printed by the computer each wee; . "he standin the students
are used as inf to t ervisors as a
sure of how they are doin

Tig system is not relied upon as an ot .'ective measure
n's tfttt at any of the important decision-nakir
I arkf that effect hi . In deterrininr what occup
specialty and duty as3i rt he will gat the uter-acorad
standing is <: ored. t is only one factor in the overall
evaluation of the c officers that
know the man. Occasionally an officer will r'-^rf r that ft
rec m for his discharge must I de. Tht C
scores of academic an • leadership p«; ance ar<2 nor
cited as part of the justifi* - ed for such a r
n. och r it I rally expressed scree
alone sufficient. ust ' oported fey vc'"
rrsent and all the circumstances of the case.
a proper use of computers to c provide information to
assist In human decision-making.

CHAPTER V
8 OF EVALUATION INFORMATION
kxt i p\ r..isal system nay I igned and efficiently ad-
ministered within bn organisation thai achieves a high degree of
isucceoo in reporting j*>rforraance and analysing characteristics
and potential . But the system will be fit waste el money and effort.
ti in t&e lest H&ly&is it io not the reel . i of a rational
plan of executive development. Just aa every effort must be
exerted to make the evaluation system support this objective, sa
too must every effort be made fee really use the system intelligent
ly as pert f a larger r Ian of executive development . Just where
dees the appr&le&l system fit into this larger plan? Bow should
praisal reports be actively used to generate a higher level of
executive development and performance?
cutive dev . | rograma in one for® &r n ther
have been in use by American tmelnea . j ncern , many yearo.
Since Herld r II preeeaafee have increased to focus more atten-
tion or m- i i tive programs t train and develop managers.
Industrial Loi >**, decentralisation and i Steady increase in
technological and managerial complexity have contributed to the
need f.r »ore teenagers and better trained m^nager^. 1




nation have tended to emphasize the public affairs responsibili-
ties of managers. There was an induction gap of potential
managers during World War II which has now generated a gap in
the flow of replacements for an aging gr^ up of top managers. 1
To same companies executive development means nothing
more thin encouraging employees to develop themselves by their
own efforts. The Chase Manhattan Bank is an example of such an
organization. To this company development is an officer's
conscious effort to improve his performance on the job and to
prepare for increasing responsibilities.^ Conscious development
of executive talent appears to contradict one of the oldest
tenets of American enterprise. This is the Horatio Alger myth
and the belief that real ' cream* will rise to the top unaided.
The persistence of these myths has generated opposition to the
idea of planned, conscious executive development in almost
every organization that has faced the problem. "ince the
thirties, however, more and more companies are realizing that
. . .
you have to shake the bottle to bring executive talent
to the top. 3 -^me companies, such as Sears Roebuck, Blgelov-
oforu and .ubsidiaric ^tandard Cil are engaged in
elaborate programs lor developing executives up to and including
vice-presidents. Others have less formal programs or confine
j
Perrin Stryker, A Guide te Modern Management ICeth-dw
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1954), pp."l8-?3.






their fca fee recruiting potential executives fro« college
4
The increasing complexity of modern business has loaded
management with specialists and technically expert men who do
not have knowledge or interest in the problems of over-all
management, executive development has been weakened by a re-
luctance to shift men across the organizational compartmenta-
tion of divisional lines.
5
The 9,8. Rubber Company instituted a company-wide execu-
tive development pl«n in 1949 which is fairly typical and which
showa ho appraisal and evaluation is an important key to the
whole plan. The first step la the rational analysis of the
company's operating functions and responsibilities and the
preparation of an ideal organization chart. Standard Oil of
California is supposed to have done the best job in this phase,
re uiring ten years tc complete it.' Next, executive jobs are
classified by function and skill, job descriptions are written,
and conflicting duties are eliminated. The tough and touchy
phase is the inventory and appraisal of existing management both
as to present and potential performance, with thi© appraisal
completed it is possible to prepara a replacement schedule which
charts the most likely replacements for each management job,
although few companies are really willing to tabulate the future
4Ibid









m..ves and pr motions within management. The final phase is
the development of each executive in tcoordanc* with the results
of appraisal and his ;:robable future career path. Thio develop-
ment means a balanced pattern of assignments to th t the
individual will hove general knowledge of the ilaatioa
sufficient to handle br ad responsibilities later in his career.
It may involve special sefc ling and training assignments.
Development is an individual task, but the >rganil&tiOR can
present the individual with opportunities for development and
otherwise aaaiat and encourage hi^ efforts. Liiy going concern
must weigh the long-range gains of good career management against
the day-to-day necessity to get the job done and get specialized
or technical output from the junior and middle ranks of manager^.
There is growing recognition of the need for managers to
actively coach their ^ubordi nates in order to train them for the
larger responsibilities. 9 The older ideas on the subject held
that good managers were born, not made, and that a younger man
was generally supposed to get ready for greater responsibility
by a process resembling osmosis. This is no longer the case.
The coaching of the subordinate oy the superior, getting him to
identify his attitudes and thought proce- vith the superior,




.Jr. Richard F. Brieeon, Ph.D., Prefer f Busine^,
Administration, George Washington University, Washington, i),C.,
lecture, 14 Jan. 196^.
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executive development.-*^ In fact, the failure of a subordinate
I develop may be looked upon as a failure of the superior to
bring him along properly. This coaching responsibility is a
primary and important duty of a manager tfhich cannot be delegated.
Ho* well he carrier it out should be part of his evaluation re-
ports and noted continually on his record. This important
function has been recognized only recently in industry but has
long been part of the body of assumptions and customs of a
military unit. Training of officers within « unit is the direct
responsibility of the commanding officer and he should personally
attend to it.
The pyramid concept of organization implies recognition
of the fact that all of the potential managers inducted at the
bottom cannot rise to the top. This means that ideally a procesa
of selection, a series of assignment and promotion deei^i .no,
over a span of years holds some men stationary, advances others
rwly and still others fairly rapidly. The modern ideal is a
system of rational selection based on accumulated evaluation of
performance, characteristics and estimated potential. The
system of career management hinges on the accuracy and validity
of the evaluation system. To the extent that evaluation report,'
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la&dtquatft. Rational decisions may be impossible due to
weaknesses in the system of evaluation. For example, widespread
jvermarking which makes distinguishing the truly superior person
impossible show ystematic weakness which can be reduced by
better report forms and rigorous central screening of repor
with action to enforce proper marking.
Some writers have advocated the use of appraisal reports
in active ingredient in the coaching function. After
preparation of the report, the superior discusses it with the
subordinate and advises him of hio strength- and weakneo^es.
There haa been obvious and understandable balking at this pro-
cedure 08 the part of executives. *-$ They feel it can upset their
working relationships with subordinates. Systems which link pay
increci^es directly to periodic evaluation reports have also
not worked well, The dilemma Is the "right of the individual
to know h ov> he stands versus the effect of disclosure on the
accuracy of the report. The superior may tend to overmark be-
cau.. laced loyalty or distaste for the responsibility
of telling a subordinate about his weakns . Thla problem
should be resolved in favor of the accuracy of a report by not
disclosing its specific content to the individual being marked.
Coaching should be a reasonably continuous part of supervision
and leadership not directly linked to the less frequent formal






pay raises from a rigid and direct tie to ©valuation reports.
The concept of seniority places a limitation upon modern
ideas of career management and promotion based on demonstrate
and recorded ability. Seniority make a the two primary tests of
promotion time in &rade and igt . De Tocqueville calls seniority
the "00X0 privilege natural to democracy' ** and the " supreme
and inflexible law of promotion***5 ±n democratic armies in time
of peace, -.ays should be explored t retain the most desirable
features of a seniority system, the elimination of nepotism and
special influence upon promotion, while more directly relating
the rewards of promotion to exception*! effort and superior
ability. 3uch an overhaul would in turn stimulate a re uirement
for more discriminating fitness r porting.
The key to efficient or management is aound informa-
tion about performance .net characteristics baaed upon a good
system of evaluation re, Irly administered by capable
managers. The system cf evaluation alone serves no purpose
unless it is used from day to day and week to week to select
and develop the most e&pftOl* individuals in the organisation.
Ideally a system would ifeoolf ©0 evaluated at intervals of per-
haps as much as a decade to OOttffitO its impact on the caliber
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Intelligent development and utilization of human resources
demands that management personnel be regularly and systematically
appraised. The information collected by a standardized appraisal
system must be recorded and utilized in the personnel decisions
of assignment and promotion. Such utilization will tend to
bring the soat capable men to the top* Lack of such a system will
place omium upon non-rational forma of selection and hence
will not guarantee that the best men normally will reach the top.
aYery element of the appraisal system should therefore be sub-
ordinated to the central objective of recognizing and encouraging
the moot able at an early point in their careers.
Appraisal should be based primarily on job performance
and results, but some indication of job-related characteristics
and traits must also be reported in order to give the reports
value f,r predicting deve:. oential and suitability for
other assignment. Trait evaluation by laymen can be a danger
area marked by. the shoals of personal bias. Good health,
energy, drive and ambition mingled with common sense and the
ability to get along with people seem to be key criteria to look
for in potential leaders. Marking should be on a straight-




with no attempt to probe the psychological reasons for such out-
ward characteristics.
Organisation of an appraisal system presupposes a well-
defined table of organization with clearly stated job descriptions
so that evaluation can be reasonably keyed to specific per-
formance. The appraisal program re-uires the continuous support
and direction of the top line management. Indeed, many presidents
feel that developing subordinate personnel is one of their most
important functions. Mo system of appraisal will have any mean-
ing unless ] ersonnel decisions are really based upon the apprai
information. A good report form is essential to a -lard
system of reporting to provide a high degree of comparability
over the y* Performance and characteristics should be rated
with a standard and simple system such as good, fair, poor.
Reduction of the number of ranks will eliminate the problems of
a moving average and the human tendency to slide the average up-
ward. Bvdry report should include a small space for handwritten
essay comments by the marking officers.
risk-taking ability is one of the dominant traits of
the m jnior executives, it is necessary t vide evaluation
criteria which will distinguish the risk-taker from the large
number of security-oriented individuals who are attracted to
large organizations and perform satisfactorily in lower echelons
of responsibility.
Planned performance is a worthwhile method of evaluation
which places primary emphasis on the achievement of pre-defined

ao
goals. The underlying assumption of the system is scund for
rating present performance because it says, 'If he's getting
good results he must have some essential characteristics of
leadership which are effective. .-.If-appraisal is a misguided
attempt to carry the planned performance approach a step further
and to shift the burden of the appraisal system to the subordinate.
The planned performance system is part of a general reaction in
business against the deep and subjective probing into psychology
which experienced a popular vogue shortly afte r II.
Evaluation by testing is valid when the tests are used
to measure a specific knowledge or ability without subjective
interpretation. Aptitude and intelligence tests are examples of
valid tests. Evaluation of personality based upon psychological
tests is an invalid extension of science and mathematics to the
field of human evaluation and should be used with the greatest
caution. It is an invasion of personal privacy and is not an
accurate guide to the true character or abilities of an indivi-
dual. All such tests place a premium on a hypothetical normality
and hence tend to emphasize blandness rather than exceptional
ability.
The group of individuals being marked in an evaluation
system should be all those people in the hierarchy who could
conceivably be promoted some day to the highest ranks. This
should include the high officers at the levels just below the
top because they are most likely in line for selection to the
top position and hence critically need sharp and continuing
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evaluation. Drawing the cut- iow in an organisation
cauaea i i id«1 ni atratloa and doea n itify ito coot.
It ia generally accepted that the immediate superior i-
the proper - n to prepare li -n report n a subordinate.
Other aolut have been proposed in an attempt to eliminate tha
obvi u nihility of unfair I n the part of the marking
superior. Appraisal by a committee of ra, multiple
il by several different x'king independently,
the fiela review oyatem of appraisal by a ..Cf sj:
interviews supari r^, contemporary and subordinate rating, ;*nd
self-evaluation have been proposed by J of
theoe SYSteiia seen to have limited uaefulneaa. It is likely th
the boat a] er will always be the imr: . .ith
.-sjful review of the reports by hi.. trior
element of pergonal biaa and t ability •«
The idea of evaluati ..signing people by compute
huo beei. ;ined in detail and : 1 red a .^ible but in-
advisable because it i& a :i vide for a true evaluati
uubjeetivo, n.n- uantiflabia human ua11tiea and be the ate
of machine logic performed by the comiuter are not subject
review by humane. The decisions of the computer cannot really I
reviewed by j : . causa -hoy do not kn.w ohvj baai ." the com-
puter solutions. Thii> idea ia manii .icable to the c
of supplies but io not well suite human assignment* It is
important to bewa:. the tendency t tfti individual
human being in a n ttatlstles.

6:
A system of evaluation of peo< juld be part of a
larger plan for the development and of th show
the roaiat. Although development , iginate
with the individual the organizati- n should by red to footer
an 1st in the effort. More and more organisation* hav
accepted the pa titlOQ that 'you have tti all ,he bottle
bring executiv. the top, .ni the well-
rounded gener needed to manage diverge and complex operation*
tive coaching of subordinate^ by ^u; or. rtattt part
Lhw procoaa ...v,..: , raent on the jot*.
The term ction' implies acceptance of the fact that
all individuals in the prom t ion hierarchy will rise to the
top or will rise at the aame apees. M Mill not rise at all.
The cone & rity I tion of recognition of
ability and empha-issea age and time in grade, f'ome way ft]
und t r* military officer, who have superior ability
on an accele: ta^is.
The key d nation that will operate in the
black year after year, or that will win the aing battle
a war, is the uality of its leadership in all levels of the
hierarchy. Organ! na should strive to attract and hold the
moat promising and able young men at the bottom of the hierarchy
and then by every intelligent and rational mean-, insure that they
are developed and promoted according to their ability. The
appraisal and aval a a report ayatem of the olsati -n
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